
Affordable and eye-catching  
custom uniform for iconic 
landscaping group.

After years of dreaming about their own custom-made, 
eye-catching polo shirts – and not being able to find 
an economical solution – Martin Brothers were finally 
introduced to Total Uniform Solutions for a solution.

Based in Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, Martin Brothers are 
a landscape construction and maintenance business, 
servicing a broad range of clients in the residential, 
commercial and industrial sectors. With a constantly 
expanding team, they came to Total Uniform Solutions 
for an updated uniform that would boost brand 
recognition in the local market.

Over the past 2-3 years, Martin Brothers had a run of bad 
luck with their previous supplier. Poor quality samples, 
bad service, little to no communication, not sticking 
to deadlines and supplying inconsistent branding with 
different logo colours and styles of embroidery. Martin 
Brothers couldn’t take it any longer. They reached out 
to us looking for a greater customer service experience 
and to fulfill their business dream of customised, eye-
catching workwear.

The long sleeve polos incorporate a 

sportswear fabric that is moisture 

wicking and hydrophilic which 

draws water away from the skin, 

keeping the workers cool and dry.

CASE STUDY



These custom polo shirts have also 

helped Martin Brothers increase their 

brand recognition and keep their 

workers safe from exposure to the 

Queensland sun.
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With years of experience in the custom workwear industry, 
T.U.S were able to educate Martin Brothers on how we 
achieve best practice with customised, eye-catching 
polo shirts that delivered maximum brand exposure, 
breathability and sun protection. Guiding Martin Brothers 
through a styling consultation, T.U.S created a customised 
polo shirt that not only ticked all of Martin Brothers boxes 
but also exceeded their expectations by knitting the fabric 
in a way that ensures maximum flexibility and comfort for 
their employees on-site.  T.U.S also added a pen partition to 
the pocket of the polo which received plenty of praise. The 
long sleeve polos also incorporate a sportswear fabric that 
is moisture wicking and hydrophilic which draws water away 
from the skin, keeping the workers cool and dry.

Being outside and on-site for extended periods of time, 
Martin Brothers also requested a lighter and highly 
breathable broad-brimmed hat for their employees. T.U.S 
was able to supply this PPE which consisted of specialised 
air ventilation sections to ensure their workers were both 
sun safe and cool-headed in the hotter months.

These eye-catching custom polo shirts not only incorporate 
all the features needed for tradesmen to work efficiently 
on the job, but have also helped Martin Brothers increase 
their brand recognition and keep their workers safe from 
exposure to the Queensland sun. Being highly visible and 
offering great sun protection with the long sleeves, these 
new uniforms turn heads in the street and essentially turn 
the staff into highly effective mobile advertisements. Martin 
Brothers’ new personalised work shirts have created them 
an instantly recognisable image which is creating on-going 
business enquiries. ■ 


